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About This Content

The "Wizard's Survival Kit" allows you to equip the following items for your character:

Wizard's Hat (item) - No wizard of note would ever be seen outdoors without one of these pointy hats.
Sharp Sword (item) - The instruction reads “stick them with the pointy end”. Good to have in a pinch.
Staff +1(item) - Whack your foes over the head, use it to prod mucky waters or lean on it to look cool - the staff +1
let’s you do all of it in style.
Meteor Shower (new Magick) - Rain burning rocks down on your enemies. ‘Nuff said.
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Steel Storm: Burning Retribution is a shooter which could be described as a bulletstorm game but without the 'on rails' part. You
fly around, shooting lots of enemies, dodging even more bullets and pick up powerups/new weapons. You could also play this
game online co-op, which is a nice feature.

The game looks 'OK' and feels 'OK', basically everything about this game is 'OK' but to me the whole experience felt
unsatisfying and not enjoyable enough.

. This is the only game all my siblings liked the most I had it on my Gear VR. Now, on HTC Vive, the experience is same but
with some improved graphics. I'm sensitive to motion sickness but this game doesn't give it to me. I don't know why people are
complaining on motion sickness. Perhaps, some of them experienced it.

Overall, it is a great game for JUMPING building to building for a Matrix like experience :)

One suggestion is to allow using Vive Controller instead of Gamepad. I don't like using gamepad.. A potentially great sequel
ruined by stupid and lazy issues. Its hard to recommend the game at the moment, maybe in a few months time it could be a
worthy successor to Dirt Rally.. \u041e \u0433\u043e\u0441\u043f\u043e\u0434\u0438 10\/10(\u043d\u0435\u0442). This
game really captures the vaporwave sub-genre very well both in terms of music and style. But I also think this game captures the
idea of "If the internet was a place you could visit, what would it look like?" This almost seems to realize that idea with virus
pop-ups as locks or barriers, popular memes becoming real characters you can interact with and architecture that is not bound by
physical or real world limitations such as having a bamboo forest with a Japanese pavilion floating in the sky and below are
ancient Greek structures next to a tropical beach. Thats just the first world too. Its strange, nonsensical, and almost disturbing in
a strange way (I can't exactly explain why I feel that). Overall, I highly recommend it even just for the curious as its really a fun
trip into a microgenre that is truely something wonderful to expirence.
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This release is a mess. No DLCs included, DOSBox isn't configured correctly right away and no music. Make sure to search the
forums for the fan patch if you consider purchasing this game.. I have covered FutureCrew as a gaming journalist since the early
90s (@Assembly). How Second Reality just dazzled me…Its still beautiful!. This is the best game I have ever played.. Dont wait
for a new bomberman anymore ...knight squad is here and i takes the grail right away. Of course this game is nearly 100 %
made for multiplayer. Classic same-screen-action like its 1993 on SNES (even the music could be from 93...not quality, but
style).

What i dont understand - why nobody is playing this online? I dont think the online part is damaged, its just the bad sales....
Whats missing? Level editor should be easy. Bomberman skins. And - online players. Where art thou?. 5/10 for the game

This is an ok game, has some nice touches in it with a lot of unit variety. It's basically as another reviewer said Company of
Heroes but a big scale (for example your tank units come with 5 in each section) so you feel like a real General rather than a
company commander. It's also in my opinion more realistic in some ways - infantry get slaughtered, tanks get knocked out
pretty quickly vs the right defences like anti tank guns or tank destroyers and artillery really does play havoc when it lands
accurately. You can play as either the Americans invading Normandy or the Germans fighting on the Eastern front in the
campaign. In Skirmish mode you can play as America, Germany and the USSR (Russia) which gives nice unit look variety.

However there is still a lot to be desired - the gameplay does become easily boring as it's pretty much the same. You call in
reinforcements using credits you earn from capture points (no base building) and can win every map just by dominating in
artillery if you plan it right. In some maps I only needed one tank unit and the rest was anti tank guns and artillery destroying
everything that moved. Units like infantry are basically obsolete and they will be wiped out the second anything fires so it
doesn't allow many tactics apart from tank rushing in my opinion. The units are pretty much identical however for all nations -
I've not noticed any special tactics or way of playing myself.

Overall if it's on sale (around half the asking price now) it is certainly worth a buy and you'll get a good few hours out of it.

I also have read that the multiplayer has gone offline - while this doesn't bother me personally that would be a downside for
most. The option still is in the menu though so I'm not sure what is going on with that.. Whilst I enjoyed playing this Game I still
must give it a negative review. The Game itself is nice although it has no graphics options. Unlike other Match-3 Games it also
has Hidden Object Mini games which I enjoyed alot.

However after reaching lvl 36 the game wont start anymore and has no error Code with it. There is others having the same
problem and other Problems in the Forums, yet there is no answer from the Developers.

Searching around for a little while I noticed that this Game looks exactly like Spooky Bonus, only that it came out a couple of
days later. Which lets me think the decs might copied it and just sold it for cheap without even looking properly after Game.

I'm really sad about the fact that this Game wont run anymore as I had so much fun with it. However since it is abandondend by
the developers I think steam should take it off from the Store.

If you do like Match-3 Games I recommend getting the Original Spooky Bonus (it has graphic settings as well) and not the
Cheap Remake.. Excellent game, sadly suffers with poor ai. However it is fun no the less.. Waterloo Scourge of War is like
meeting a grimy blood soaked Napoleonic Frenchman on a smoke filled warfield, with crying dying soldiers all around, and
fighting for ten fraught minutes with just your bayonets, before you manage to bluff him at the last minute, and run him through
with cold hard steel, and then watching him spit out insults at you in French until his final dying breath. And then you see a
division of his mates walking over the hill raising their muskets.

Napoleon Total War is like meeting a good looking American Hollywood actor dressed unconvincingly as a Frenchman, on a
strange alien world, you pull out a laser pistol and shoot him dead, and his body disappears before he hits the ground.

The choice as they say is yours.

However this game really needs processor speed I have found it very slow in large battles because it doesnt make use of multiple
processors. I like the game, its not a fast game its very in depth. Yesterday I rather stupidly got stuck in a pincer between two
German units. I held out for an hour but lost in the end, very enjoyable it was too its not often you get beaten by the AI in
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games. I do love the long massed battles and the courier system is superb. Shame its not a little faster and more optimised
though.
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